Accuracy and Specific Value of Cardiovascular 3D-Models in Pediatric CT-Angiography.
Computed tomography (CT)-angiography is routinely performed prior to catheter-based and surgical treatment in congenital heart disease. To date, little is known about the accuracy and advantage of different 3D-reconstructions in CT-data. Exact anatomical information is crucial. We analyzed 35 consecutive CT-angiographies of infants with congenital heart disease. All datasets are reconstructed three-dimensionally using volume rendering technique (VRT) and threshold-based segmentation (stereolithographic model, STL). Additionally, the two-dimensional maximum intensity projection (MIP) reconstructs two-dimensional data. In each dataset and resulting image, measurements of vascular diameters for four different vessels were estimated and compared to the reference standard, measured via multiplanar reformation (MPR). The resulting measurements obtained via the STL-images, MIP-images, and the VRT-images were compared with the reference standard. There was a significant difference (p < 0.05) between measurements. The mean difference was 0.0 for STL-images, -0.1 for MIP-images, and -0.3 for VRT-images. The range of the differences was -0.7 to 1.0 mm for STL-images, -0.6 to 0.5 mm for MIP-images and -1.1 to 0.7 mm for VRT-images. There was an excellent correlation between the STL-, MIP-, VRT-measurements, and the reference standard. Inter-reader reliability was excellent (p < 0.01). STL-models of cardiovascular structures are more accurate than the traditional VRT-models. Additionally, they can be standardized and are reproducible.